


With the introduction of Kilbarry™ 
EDGE, Waterford’s family of 
Kilbarry™ Writing Instruments 
leaps boldly into the 21st Century.  
The smooth and balanced feel for 
which Kilbarry™ is known now 
comes with a new “edgy” look, a 
lighter feel and an alternating grid 
pattern etched into a pen body 
sculpted from solid aluminum.  
Available in either a semi gloss 
black or gunmetal finish. 

The classic Waterford “star 
pattern” is cut into the top cap of 
each pen, and the clip is machined 
from a solid metal bar in a manner 
reminiscent of the hand cut detail 
produced by Waterford’s craftsmen. 
The platinum plated accents 
provide a striking counterpoint to 
the finish of the pen bodies. 

Keeping with the Kilbarry™ 
tradition, the Ball Pen also comes 
packaged with a capless Roller 
Ball refill providing the user with 
an option in writing systems. The 
capped version comes in either a 
Roller Ball or a Fountain Pen with a 
German bi-color gold plated steel 
nib featuring a medium point.

WF/460/BLK 
Fountain Pen / Black

WF/460/GMT 
Fountain Pen / Gunmetal

WF/462/BLK 
Ball Pen / Black

WF/462/GMT 
Ball Pen / Gunmetal

WF/463/BLK 
Roller Ball / Black

WF 463/GMT 
Roller Ball / Gunmetal

Each Kilbarry™ Edge  
is richly presented in a deluxe, 
hinged black piano finish gift box 
with engraveable metal plate.

Kilbarry™ EDGE

Kilbarry™
EDGE
Fountain Pen

Kilbarry™
EDGE
Roller Ball

Kilbarry™
EDGE
Ball Pen

WF/462/GMT

WF/460/GMT

WF/463/GMT

WF/462/BLK

WF/460/BLK

WF/463/BLK



The name of Waterford Writing 
Instrument’s newest family, 
Celebration, aptly describes this 
latest creation of the Waterford 
craftsmen.

This entire family of writing 
instruments celebrates the storied 
past of Waterford Crystal. Its 
solid Waterford Crystal star-cut 
disc serves as the capstone of 
each writing instrument.Whether 
celebrating a spectacular New 
Year’s Eve, your own or another’s 
achievement or a gift for someone 
important to you, this is truly a 
writing instrument that will always 
remain special.

The solid polished brass cap and 
clip are Platinum plated and the clip 
has a deep cut groove evoking its 
Waterford heritage. The barrel is 
black resin, machined from a solid 
block of material and polished to 
a high luster finish with a Platinum 
plated tip section.

Waterford Celebration is available 
as a twist action Ball Pen, Roller 
Ball and Fountain pen with a 14 ct. 
gold bi-color German nib, available 
in fine, medium and broad.

WF/110/BPT/F 
Fountain Pen (fine)

WF/110/BPT/M 
Fountain Pen (medium)

WF/110/BPT/B 
Fountain Pen (broad)

WF/112/BPT 
Ball Pen

WF/113/BPT 
Roller Ball

The solid crystal star-cut 
disc harkens back to the 
storied past of Waterford 
Crystal.

Celebration

Each Celebration  
pen is packaged in a custom 
mahogany finished wooden hinged 
box with a recessed glass panel in 
the cover, providing a truly elegant 
presentation for an elegant writing 
instrument.

Celebration
Fountain Pen

Celebration
Ball Pen

Celebration
Roller Ball

WF/110/BPT

WF/112/BPT

WF/113/BPT



Ball 
Pen

The next generation of the 
Waterford Pallas™ (pronounced 
“palace”) are turned and machined 
from solid blocks of pure resin in a 
lustrous solid black. The Waterford 
heritage is brought forth with the 
deep cut “star” pattern in the top 
cap, the reminiscent crystal cut in 
the clip and the deep grooved lines 
in the tip section of the ball pen.

The Pallas™ family includes a twist 
action ball pen which is convertible 
to a capless roller ball refill, a 
capped roller ball with a traditional 
roller ball refill and a fountain pen 
with a German bi-color gold plated 
steel Nib in medium.

WF/550/BLK 
Fountain Pen / Black Resin

WF/552/BLK 
Ball Pen / Black Resin

WF/553/BLK 
Roller Ball / Black Resin

With Pallas™ Gold, Waterford 
Writing Instruments brings a new, 
rich elegance to the Pallas family 
of writing instruments. The brilliant 
hues of the tortoise resin body are 
accented by its gilded accents.

WF/550/TSG 
Fountain Pen / Tortoise with 
Gold Accents

WF/552/TSG 
Ball Pen / Tortoise with 
Gold Accents

WF/553/TSG 
Roller Ball / Tortoise with  
Gold Accents

Pallas™

Pallas™

Pallas™
Gold

Fountain 
Pen

Fountain 
Pen

Ball 
Pen

Roller 
Ball

Roller 
Ball

WF/552/TSG

WF/550/BLK

WF/550/TSG

WF/553/TSG

WF/552/BLK

WF/553/BLK



The Waterford parish, Kilbarry, 
lends its name to this family of fine 
writing instruments. A robust pen 
that offers a smooth and balanced 
feel to writing. The Kilbarry features 
the unique “star pattern” on top 
and a clip that evokes the sculpted 
patterns of its crystal forebearers.

Kilbarry™ features a distinctive 
guilloche pattern in the barrel. The 
deep transparent lacquer body is 
enhanced with gilded accents. The 
fountain pen featues a German 
bi-color gold plated steel Nib in 
medium.

WF/450/GGA� 
Fountain Pen / Amber Lacquer 
with Gold Accents

WF/452/GGA� 
 Ball Pen / Amber Lacquer  
with Gold Accents

WF/453/GGA� 
 Roller Ball / Amber Lacquer 
with Gold Accents

Kilbarry™
Guilloche Amber

Kilbarry™
Fountain Pen

Kilbarry™
Ball Pen

Kilbarry™
Roller Ball

WF/450/GGA

WF/452/GGA

WF/453/GGA



Kilbarry™
The Waterford parish, Kilbarry, 
lends its name to this family of fine 
writing instruments. A robust pen 
that offers a smooth and balanced 
feel to writing. All finishes feature 
the unique “star pattern” on top 
and a clip that evokes the sculpted 
patterns of its crystal forbearers.

Kilbarry™ Guilloche Fountain 
Pen features a distinctive guilloche 
pattern in the barrel. Made of 
solid brass, this Kilbarry™ writing 
instrument is available in red, blue 
or black transparent lacquer. The 
German bi-color gold plated steel 
nib is available in medium size.

WF/450/GBK 
Fountain Pen / Black Lacquer

WF/450/GBL 
Fountain Pen / Blue Lacquer

WF/450/GRD 
Fountain Pen / Red Lacquer

Kilbarry™ Guilloche Capped 
Roller Ball Pen features a 
distinctive guilloche pattern in 
the barrel. Made of solid brass, 
this Kilbarry™ writing instrument 
is available in red, blue or black 
transparent lacquer.

WF/453/GBK 
Capped Roller Ball Pen 
Black Lacquer

WF/453/GBL 
 Capped Roller Ball Pen 
Blue Lacquer

WF/453/GRD 
Capped Roller Ball Pen 
Red Lacquer

Kilbarry™
Fountain Pen– 
Guilloche

Kilbarry™
Capped 
Roller Ball– 
Guilloche

WF/450/GBL

WF/453/GBL

WF/450/GRD
WF/450/GBK

WF/453/GRD
WF/453/GBK



Kilbarry™
Kilbarry™ Lined Ball Pen features 
deep cut grooves in the barrel. 
Made of solid brass, this Kilbarry™ 
writing instrument is available in 
Platinum plated finish, and blue 
or black transparent lacquer. The 
Kilbarry™ Ball Pen includes both a 
ball pen and capless roller ball refill.

WF/452/PLA� 
Ball Pen / Capless Roller Ball 
Platinum Plated

WF/452/BLK 
 Ball Pen / Capless Roller Ball 
Black Lacquer

WF/452/BLU� 
Ball Pen / Capless Roller Ball 
Blue Lacquer

Kilbarry™ Guilloche Ball Pen 
features a distinctive guilloche 
pattern in the barrel. Made of 
solid brass, this Kilbarry™ writing 
instrument is available in Platinum 
plated finish, and red, blue or black 
transparent lacquer. The Kilbarry™ 
Ball Pen includes both a ball pen 
and capless roller ball refill.

WF/452/GPL 
Ball Pen / Capless Roller Ball 
Platinum Plated

WF/452/GRD 
Ball Pen / Capless Roller Ball 
Red Lacquer

WF/452/GBK 
Ball Pen / Capless Roller Ball 
Black Lacquer

WF/452/GBL 
Ball Pen / Capless Roller Ball 
Blue Lacquer

Kilbarry™
Ball Pen/Capless 
Roller Ball– 
Lined

Kilbarry™
Ball Pen/Capless 
Roller Ball– 
Guilloche

WF/452/BLK

WF/452/GBK

WF/452/BLU WF/452/PLA

WF/452/GBL

WF/452/GPL

WF/452/GRD



Lismore®
Lismore®, one of Waterford’s most 
universally popular crystal patterns, 
was inspired by the classic gothic 
architecture of Lismore Castle. This 
design has now been delicately 
hand-cut into the body of each 
superbly balanced Lismore® writing 
instrument. The fountain pen 
features an 18 kt. German bi-color 
gold nib, available in fine, medium 
and broad nib sizes.

WF/100/PLA� 
Fountain Pen / Platinum Plated

WF/102/PLA� 
Ball Pen / Platinum Plated

WF/103/PLA� 
Roller Ball Pen / Platinum Plated

Each Waterford® Writing 
Instrument is richly presented 
in a deluxe gift box.

WF/100/PLA

WF/102/PLA

WF/103/PLA

Lismore®
Fountain Pen

Lismore®
Ball Pen

Lismore®
Roller Ball



Named after Lady Cavendish, one 
of the owners of Lismore Castle in 
County Waterford, Cavendish™ 
features the hand diamond-cut 
Lismore pattern and recalls in its 
simplicity the soaring grandeur 
of the Castle. The fountain pen 
features a German steel nib with 
iridium tip available in fine, medium 
and broad nib sizes.

WF/150/PLA� 
Fountain Pen / Platinum Plated

WF/151/PLA� 
Mechanical Pencil / Platinum 
Plated

WF/152/PLA� 
Ball Pen / Platinum Plated

WF/153/PLA� 
Roller Ball / Platinum Plated

Cavendish™
WF/150/PLA

WF/152/PLA

WF/153/PLA

Cavendish™
Ball Pen

Cavendish™
Fountain Pen

Cavendish™
Roller Ball



The 18 kt. gold nib featured on the Waterford 
Lismore® series is a bi-color of rhodium plating 
over the solid gold nib. The iridium tip of the nib 
and exacting tolerances of the hand-crafted nib 
provide a smooth writing experience.

The deep guilloche cut patterns shown here on 
the Lismore® writing instruments are reminiscent 
of the cuts that are an integral part of Waterford 
crystal. Many Waterford Writing Instruments 
share this design heritage on their pen barrels 
and surfaces. Whether cut into the Platinum 
plated finish or subtly displayed under colors of 
transparent lacquer, the Waterford heritage is 
there.

The unique “star” pattern that appears on the 
top cap of most Waterford Writing Instruments is 
reminiscent of the same pattern that appears on 
the bottom of its Waterford crystal predecessors. 
This signature identifies your pen as uniquely 
“Waterford”.

The Waterford Writing Instrument clip of spring 
steel or a solid forged ingot is shaped to evoke 
its heritage of the legendary cuts of Waterford 
crystal. Whether a wedge cut or a unique shape, 
each clip is easily identified as “Waterford”.

Crystal 
Clear
Your choice of a Waterford 
Writing Instrument represents your 
confidence in a world renowned 
brand that has epitomized fine 
quality and craftmanship for over 
two hundred years.

Choosing Waterford is a testament 
to not only your good taste, but 
also to your high standards and 
attention to detail. It reflects you 
and what you are. Each writing 
instrumment is an individual 
masterpiece that will last for 
generations.

To give a Waterford Writing 
Instrument to someone held dear 
or to yourself says much about you.

It is a gift of words… of timeless 
writing… of days gone by.

It is a gift that will be treasured and 
appreciated for now and forever.



With a tradition born of Marquis by Waterford® Crystal, 
Marquis by Waterford® Writing Instruments offer a slightly more 

contemporary flair to our traditional designs.

Classic Design… 
Reinterpreted



Metro

Metro
Roller Ball

METRO is the stunning new look 
in Marquis by Waterford® Writing 
Instruments.

The tailored and elegant body 
makes METRO easy to use as well 
as beautiful to the eye.

The shapely and functional spring 
loaded clip literally flows from the 
top cap to secure the pen to your 
pocket. Available as both a twist 
action ball pen and a capped roller 
ball, METRO comes in three exciting 
body finishes, Blue or Black lacquer 
with chrome accents and Chrome 
with Gold accents.

WM/831/CH/G 
Roller Ball / Chrome with  
Gold Trim

WM/831/BE/C 
Roller Ball / Blue with  
Chrome Trim

WM/831/BK/C 
Roller Ball / Black with  
Chrome Trim

WM/831/CH/G

WM/831/BE/C

WM/831/BK/C



Metro

Metro
Ball Pen

Each METRO Writing Instrument is 
richly presented in a luxurious black 
lacquer wood gift box.

WM/821/CH/G 
Ball Pen / Chrome with  
Gold Trim

WM/821/BE/C 
Ball Pen / Blue with  
Chrome Trim

WM/821/BK/C 
Ball Pen / Black with  
Chrome Trim

WM/821/CH/G

WM/821/BE/C

WM/821/BK/C



Claria™
Smooth contours, a substantial feel 
and a range of plated and lacquered 
finishes make Claria™ an ideal pen 
for everyday use. Claria™ Fountain 
Pen has a medium nib.

WM/750/RHO 
Fountain Pen / Rhodium

WM/750/BLK 
Fountain Pen / Black Lacquer

WM/750/GU�N 
Fountain Pen / Gunmetal

WM/750/BLU� 
Fountain Pen / Blue Lacquer

WM/750/RED 
Fountain Pen / Red Lacquer

WM/751/RHO 
Mechanical Pencil / Rhodium

WM/751/BLK 
Mechanical Pencil / Black Lacquer

WM/751/GU�N 
Mechanical Pencil / Gunmetal

WM/751/BLU� 
Mechanical Pencil / Blue Lacquer

WM/751/RED 
Mechanical Pencil / Red Lacquer

WM/752/RHO 
Ball Pen / Rhodium

WM/752/BLK 
Ball Pen / Black Lacquer

WM/752/GU�N 
Ball Pen / Gunmetal

WM/752/BLU� 
Ball Pen / Blue Lacquer

WM/752/RED 
Ball Pen / Red Lacquer

WM/753/RHO 
Roller Ball / Rhodium

WM/753/BLK 
Roller Ball / Black Lacquer

WM/753/GU�N 
Roller Ball / Gunmetal

WM/753/BLU� 
Roller Ball / Blue Lacquer

WM/753/RED 
Roller Ball / Red Lacquer

WM/752/BLU

WM/752/RED

WM/753/BLK

WM/750/RHO

WM/751/GUN

Claria™
Ball Pen

Claria™
Roller Ball

Claria™
Fountain Pen

Claria™
Mechanical 
Pencil



Claria™
The very popular Marquis by 
Waterford® Claria™ family of 
writing instruments is available with 
an intricate gunmetal or rhodium 
plated guilloche pattern with gold 
plated accents.

The repeating intricate guilloche 
patterns are separated by four 
polished surfaces, large enough for 
engraving of initials, name or even 
corporate logos.

Claria™ Guilloche is available in 
twist action ball pen, capped roller 
ball or fountain pen with medium 
nib.

WM/750/GRG 
Fountain Pen / Rhodium

WM/750/GGG 
Fountain Pen / Gunmetal

WM/752/GRG 
Ball Pen / Rhodium

WM/752/GGG 
Ball Pen / Gunmetal

WM/753/GRG 
Roller Ball / Rhodium

WM/753/GGG 
Roller Ball / Gunmetal

Claria™
Fountain Pen with 
Gold Accent

Claria™
Roller Ball  
with  
Gold Accent

Claria™
Ball Pen with 
Gold Accent

WM/750/GGG

WM/752/GGG

WM/753/GGG

WM/750/GRG

WM/752/GRG

WM/753/GRG



Arista™
Escape to a comfort and 
smoothness in writing with the 
perfect balance and feel of the 
Marquis by Waterford®… Arista™.

Be noticed with the shape of today, 
in lustrous lacquer accents and 
a highly polished chrome plated 
solid brass body in your choice of a 
brilliant mirrored, guilloche or deep 
lined finish.

The Arista™ writing instrument is 
accented by the classic design of 
the Marquis by Waterford® clip and 
concentric stepped top cap.

A smooth twist ball pen mechanism 
provides for easy use by rotating 
the top cap.

WM/722/PBK 
Ball Pen / Black Lacquer Accents 
Polished

WM/722/LBK 
Ball Pen / Black Lacquer Accents 
Lined

WM/722/GBK 
Ball Pen / Black Lacquer Accents 
Guilloche

WM/722/PNV� 
Ball Pen / Navy Lacquer Accents 
Polished

WM/722/LNV� 
Ball Pen / Navy Lacquer Accents 
Lined

WM/722/GNV� 
Ball Pen / Navy Lacquer Accents 
Guilloche

Arista™
Black 
Ball Pen

Arista™
Navy 
Ball Pen

WM/722/PBK
WM/722/LBK

WM/722/GBK

WM/722/PNV
WM/722/LNV

WM/722/GNV



Arista™
Executive

A�rista™ Executive goes to a new 
length to provide a comfort and 
smoothness in writing with the 
comfort, balance and feel for which 
Arista is known.

Arista™ Executive is available with 
a deep lined gunmetal body and 
glack lacquer accents and a choice 
of either chrome or gold plated 
accents.

You have a choice of either a large 
capacity ball pen refill that comes 
in the pen or the optional capless 
roller ball refill that is packaged in 
each elegant gift box.

The Arista™ Executive is accented 
by the classic design of the Marquis 
by Waterford® clip and concentric 
stepped top cap.

A smooth twist action mechanism 
provides for easy use by rotating 
the top cap.

WM/725/BKC 
Ball Pen / Capless Roller Ball 
Black Lacquer with Chrome 
Accents

WM/725/BKG 
Ball Pen / Capless Roller Ball 
Black Lacquer with Gold Plated 
Accents

WM/725/LGC 
Ball Pen / Capless Roller Ball 
Gunmetal with Chrome Accents

WM/725/LGG 
Ball Pen / Capless Roller Ball 
Gunmetal with Gold Plated 
Accents

Arista™
Executive 
Ball Pen/Capless 
Roller Ball

Each Marquis by Waterford® 
Writing Instrument is presented in a 
deluxe gift box.

WM/725/BKC WM/725/BKG

WM/725/LGC WM/725/LGG



Arcadia™ii
with Emblem

Now available, the new Arcadia™ 
II Chrome pen with Emblem is a 
great gift. The Arcadia™ II Ball Pen 
comes with one medium black ball 
pen refill and is packaged in a blue 
gift box.

WM/712/CHR/CE 
Ball Pen / Chrome with Cross 
Emblem

WM/712/CHR/CA�E 
Ball Pen / Chrome with Caduceus 
Emblem

WM/712/CHR/DLE 
Ball Pen / Chrome with Dollar 
Sign Emblem

Arcadia™ii
Ball Pen  
with Emblem

WM/712/CHR/CE

WM/712/CHR/CAE

WM/712/CHR/DLE



Arcadia™
A smaller proportioned version 
of Claria™, Arcadia™ offers an 
alternative to those seeking a 
slimmer writing instrument. In 
addition, Arcadia™ features a 
spring loaded clip mechanism.

WM/702/CHR 
Ball Pen / Chrome Plated

WM/702/BLK 
Ball Pen / Black Lacquer

WM/702/BLU� 
Ball Pen / Blue Lacquer

WM/702/GU�N 
Ball Pen / Gunmetal

WM/703/CHR 
Roller Ball / Chrome Plated

WM/703/BLK 
Roller Ball / Black Lacquer

WM/703/BLU� 
Roller Ball / Blue Lacquer

WM/703/GU�N 
Roller Ball / Gunmetal

Arcadia™
Ball Pen

Arcadia™
Roller Ball

WM/703/BLK

WM/703/BLU

WM/703/CHR

WM/702/BLK

WM/702/CHR

WM/702BLU

WM/702/GUN

WM/703/GUN



Origin and
Heritage
In 1783, two brothers, George and William Penrose, founded the 
Waterford Glass House in the ancient Viking city of Waterford. Thus 
began the tradition of making crystal in “as fine a quality as any in 
Europe... in the most elegant style”.

The Penrose brothers knew the secret of mingling minerals to 
create crystal with beautiful mysterious qualities. When tapped it 
sang sweetly. When touched it felt soft and warm. The magnificent 
pieces created in Waterford’s early period set the standards now 
recognized as the hallmarks of Waterford crystal: purity of color 
and distinctive, deep-cut patterns that reflect light into brilliant, 
dancing prisms.

By 1851, the fame of Waterford crystal had spread throughout 
Europe and America, culminating in several gold medals at the 
Great Exhibition. The mystique of Waterford and its place in Irish 
lore remained in the hearts and minds of many, and was reborn 
after the Second World War when furnaces began to glow again in 
Waterford.

By 1951, Waterford crystal was again on the world market 
reclaiming its pride of place. Since then, the business has grown 
steadily to its present day position as one of the most prestigious 
crystal gift brands in the world.

© WWRD Holdings Ltd.

Waterford® Writing Instruments and the Seahorse device are registered trademarks 
and all product and brand names featured are trademarks used under license to 
Hampton-Haddon Marketing Corporation.

Marquis by Waterford® Writing Instruments and design are registered trademarks 
and all product and brand names featured are trademarks used under license to 
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Tel: (800) 275-3086� 
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